WAC 296-869-60025  Travel speed. You must make sure the operator limits travel speed according to conditions, including:

1. Condition of the ground or support surface;
2. Congestion;
3. Visibility;
4. Slope;
5. Location of personnel;
6. Other factors that may create a hazard of collision or injury to personnel.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 49.17.010, 49.17.040, 49.17.050. WSR 15-23-086, § 296-869-60025, filed 11/17/15, effective 12/18/15. Statutory Authority: RCW 49.17.010, 49.17.040, 49.17.050, 49.17.060. WSR 06-19-073, § 296-869-60025, filed 9/19/06, effective 1/1/07.]